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Abstract. Negotiation is a key form of interaction in multi-agent sys-
tems. Negotiation enables agents to come to a mutual agreement about
some goal or plan of action. Current negotiation approaches use tradi-
tional interaction protocols which do not capture the normative meaning
of interactions and often restrict agent autonomy. These traditional nego-
tiation approaches also have difficulty capturing accountability — a key
requirement for creating an ethical agent. This paper seeks to address
this gap in maintaining autonomy and establishing accountability re-
quirements during negotiation. We propose Nala, a commitment-based
negotiation semantics. Nala uses commitments to help provide norma-
tive meaning to agent interactions. The nature of commitments establish
accountability requirements between agents in negotiation. We illustrate
Nala’s usage via a case study using a game scenario where agents partic-
ipate in negotiation to bring about their goals in a research constrained
environment.

1 Introduction

Negotiation is a process that allows multi-agent system (MAS) agents to achieve
mutual agreement about a goal or a plan [7]. Agents undertake negotiation by
sending offers and counter offers between each other. This process helps man-
age potential conflicts between agents [30]. For agents to negotiate, they must
be able to communicate with one another in an agreed manner. To help with
this, interaction protocols can be specified that demonstrate the permitted in-
teractions between agents. If an agent follows the rules of the protocol, they are
considered protocol compliant, otherwise they are considered non-compliant.

Contract Net Protocol (CNP) is a specification for negotiation in MAS that
is frequently used [25]. CNP specifies two roles, the initiator and the participant.
An agent can play either role at any given time, initiators send out offers and
participants can send back a responding bid [40]. Interactions in the CNP are
modelled with Unified Modeling Language (UML) sequence diagrams which are
an operational approach to specifying agent interactions. These methods focus on
specifying the message sequence and ordering but these specifications are quite
rigid and miss the meaning behind the messages that have been transmitted [10].

Ethical guidelines [24] outline the requirements for creating ethical agents.
One of the key suggestions is for agents to be accountable for their actions [24].
Accountability means that an agent is responsible for their actions, and are
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expected to explain them when they are asked [6,15]. One of the limitations
of the traditional interaction protocols implemented by negotiation protocols,
is that the designs are not able to establish meaning and agent accountability
[14], they simply define the permitted interactions that agents are allowed to
make. Traditional protocols do not clearly outline who is accountable when the
protocols are not adhered to [5].

Commitments are a directed conditional relationship between two agents. By
creating a commitment, agents are creating a social expectation to satisfy the
created commitment [3]. Nala attempts to establish accountability requirements
through the commitments created during agent interactions. An accountability
requirement is where one agent is accountable to another regarding some ex-
pectation that they have [15]. Commitments support agent reasoning and are
able to be manipulated which can support desired accountability processes [6].
Commitments are often used to describe business transactions [10] which can
often be classed as a form of negotiation [30].

Traditional research into commitments attempts to combine the operational
and meaning properties into one specification [4,35,44]. However, more recent
approaches consider the operational and meanings of agent interactions to be
distinct but complementary from each other [11,12,13]. More recent, information-
based approaches look to separate structure from meaning [16,38,22,9], providing
a declarative and operational base to model the causality of agent interactions,
from which a meaning based protocol such as commitments can be layered on
top to understand the normative implications of an agent actions [9].

Contributions We make the following contributions:

– We develop Nala, a commitment-based negotiation protocol. Architecturally,
Nala brings the two strands of operational and meaning based protocols to-
gether. The agent’s low level meanings are specified using an information-based
interaction protocol called the Blindingly Simple Protocol Language [38], nor-
mative meanings are then provided to the messages by using commitment
operators to create and manipulate commitments.

– We present a case study to demonstrate Nala operationally. We use the
Coloured Trails (CT) environment [21] to help demonstrate Nala opera-
tionally.

Structure The rest of the paper is organised as below. Section 2 reviews relevant
related work. Section 3 introduces the relevant technical concepts required to
understand this paper and formalises the specification of the commitment-based
negotiation protocol, Nala. Section 4 provides a case study in a developed CT
test-bed which demonstrates Nala in practice. Section 5 concludes the paper,
and discusses potential future work.
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2 Related Works

Research on formalising commitments and formalising protocols are related to
our contribution. We now discuss relevant works in these areas.

2.1 Formalising Commitments

Literature on norms is well established. Previous literature in multi-agent sys-
tems often accepts the social definition of norms [18,33], defining a norm as a
behavior that is considered a widely accepted practise within society. This re-
search uses the deontic definition of norms, where an agent holds an expectation
towards another agent, this definition was adopted as it more closely mirrors a
negotiation and has been used by recent literature which uses negotiation [2,29].

The relationship between communication and commitments has also been
examined extensively, with Singh [37] and Colombetti [17] among the first to
research commitments and Agent Communication Languages. Various commit-
ment lifecycles have been suggested by researchers [19,31,39]. The formalisation
of commitments are often based on life cycles by using operational semantics.
We follow Kafali et al.’s [28] definition of commitment life cycle which is based
on Singh’s [39] formalism of norms.

2.2 Formalising Protocols

Negotiation protocols use interaction protocols to help specify the interactions
between agents and their control flow, the legal ordering of messages that can
occur. The Contract Net Protocol [40] is a commonly used protocol which is
formalised operationally through the use of UML Sequence Diagrams [26], UML
sequence diagrams are a commonly used interaction protocol for formalising
MAS negotiation protocols [41,20,36] which was also expanded into Agent UML
[42,23,34]. UML is a graphical notation which focuses on message interchange be-
tween life lines. Petri-Nets have also been used to model the interactions of MAS
negotiation protocols [8,27] which also uses graphical notation. The problem with
these tools is that there is no clear way to define the meaning of interactions
and they are rigid in their implementation [10]. Instead of modelling with these
protocols, this research uses BSPL [38] and commitments [43,37] to enable a
flexible negotiation protocol to be composed, facilitating agent autonomy.

Aydogan et al. [2] specify an agent-based automated negotiation framework
called Nova, where agents negotiate over a set of norms. The norms used within
Nova are commitments, authorisations and prohibitions. The negotiation proto-
col used within this framework is the stacked alternating offers protocol which
gives agents the ability to accept, reject or counter offers. Counter offers are
revised by norms. Nova is similar to Nala because both use norms to model the
interactions, allowing for agent accountability to be established. Nova’s research
was focused on utilising one agent that they designed and used this agent to
play against multiple human agents. This is opposed to Nala which focuses on
the low level messages.
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3 Nala

3.1 Preliminaries

Blindingly Simple Protocol Language (BSPL) BSPL [38] is a text based,
declarative protocol language that focuses on modularity and information-based
interactions between agents. BSPL does not have any control-flow abstractions,
instead BSPL protocols are messages between two agents specifying the flow of
information through its parameters. An atomic BSPL protocol is simply a mes-
sage between two agents, and any higher BSPL protocol are composed protocols,
comprised of multiple messages or other smaller protocols [38]. There are several
components to a BSPL protocol schema, each protocol has a name, a set of roles,
at least one information parameter and at least one reference to a protocol. A
role is a conceptual position that an agent can play during an enactment of the
protocol. A protocol can also contain a reference to another protocol.

Information parameters are placeholders in BSPL for the information being
exchanged between agents. They can be public or private, with private param-
eters being used internally by a protocol [16]. At least one parameter must be
labeled as the key parameter, uniquely identifying each enactment of the proto-
col. Public parameters are adorned with in or out, which specifies if a parameter
must either be known or generated by the protocol when a message is sent, re-
spectively. Parameters can not be bound more than once during an enactment
of a protocol, but all public parameters must be bound during an enactment for
it to be considered a safe and complete enactment.

One of the main principles of BSPL is that it separates the structure of
interactions away from its meaning [38]. BSPL abstracts away the information
being passed into parameters and focuses entirely on the operational details of
a protocol which allows meaning to be overlayed on top of the protocol, usually
in the form of meaning-based protocols such as commitments [38].

Commitments Following Singh and Chopra’s [10] definition, a commitment
is an expression in the form of C(creditor, debtor, antecedent, consequent). In
this expression, the debtor and creditor are agents while the antecedent and
consequent are propositions related to some task or resource. A commitment
expresses a conditional and directed relationship between the two agents [28]. A
commitment means that the debtor commits to the creditor, that if the creditor
bring about the antecedent proposition then the debtor will bring about the
consequent proposition [10].

Example 1 (Example of a commitment). Consider the commitment C(Alex, Becka,
£2, cup of tea). In this commitment, Alex is committing to Becka, that if Becka
pays £2, Alex will provide Becka with a cup of tea. The accountability require-
ments are demonstrated through commitment violations, if Becka pays £2, Alex
becomes accountable for providing a cup of tea to Becka. Alex can decide to
provide a cup of tea and satisfy his commitment to Becka or not provide a cup
of tea and violate this commitment, causing him to become accountable [15].
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the commitment norm lifecycle. White rectangles represent non-
terminal states while grey rectangles are terminal states for the lifecycle [28]

In a commitment, the accountable party is the debtor [15,28]. A commitment
lifecycle generally starts in a conditional state where neither the antecedent nor
consequent are true. When the antecedent becomes true, the commitment is
then considered to be in force, and will move into the detached state. A com-
mitment can start with its antecedent being true, transitioning the commitment
into the detached state. If the creditor of a commitment cannot bring about the
antecedent, then the commitment will enter the expired state. From the detached
state, if the consequent becomes true, then the commitment will move into the
satisfied state, with the debtor of the commitment being released from the com-
mitment. If the debtor cannot bring about the consequent, then the commitment
will move into the violated state of the lifecycle.

Commitments are created and manipulated via operations which provides
flexibility [10] and helps to better reflect real life. Here, x and y signifies agents,
while r and u are the antecedent and consequent propositions.

– CREATE(x,y,r,u): x establishes a commitment toward y, a CREATE opera-
tion can only be performed by the debtor of the commitment [39].

– CANCEL(x,y,r,u): x the debtor cancels the commitment, causing it to not
hold.

– RELEASE(x,y,r,u): y the creditor withdraws the commitment, causing it to
not hold.

– DECLARE(x,y,r): is performed by x to let y know that the proposition r
holds.

By using these commitment operations, the meaning of interactions can be
can observed and defined in terms of how they create and manipulate the com-
mitments. Commitment based protocols are an effective way of specifying the
normative meanings of interactions [14,28]. In the example above, Alex can vi-
olate the commitment by not providing a cup of tea after being paid. By doing
this, Alex uses the CANCEL operation to violate the commitment. By violating
his commitment, Alex becomes accountable to Becka. In Nala, commitments
will be mapped on top of the operational messages which have been specified in
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BSPL to provide normative meaning which is something lacking from current
approaches [10].

3.2 Nala Lifecycle

We develop Nala by formalising the operational and meaning based aspects of
the protocol using BSPL and commitments. Consider Example 1 in Section 3.1
where Alex offers Becka a cup of tea for £2 and Becka accepts the offer. This is the
most basic example of a negotiation, called a one-shot or ultimatum negotiation.
There is a single offer that can be accepted or rejected [7]. In Nala, we extend
this one shot protocol to allow counter-offers, where the agent rejects the previous
offer and makes a new offer that replaces it [1]. For example, Becka could think
that £2 is too expensive, and offer £1 instead. Based on this form of negotiation
this paper proposes a negotiation life cycle which can be seen in Figure 2. For
consistency, we use the terms of the commitment life cycle in our definition.

Definition 1. A negotiation N is a tuple in the form of N(ID, debtor, creditor,
antecedent, consequent, state). ID ∈ N is an identifier which uniquely identi-
fies each negotiation; Debtor and creditor are roles agents use during a negotia-
tion. Antecedent and consequent are propositions which are being negotiated over.
State is the current state of the negotiation which can be one of the following:
(inactive, active, successful, failed, expired).

Active

Counter

EvaluateInactive

Successful

Failed

Expired

offer accept

reject

accept

Fig. 2. Negotiation Lifecycle – White states are non-terminal states and Grey states
are terminal states.

Figure 2 demonstrates lifecycle of a negotiation. The nodes of the lifecycle
represent states that the lifecycle can be in at any point, edges are messages that
are sent between agents that can manipulate the current state of a negotiation.
The states of a negotiation describe what is happening at any point in time.
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Inactive State: The inactive state is the starting state for a negotiation where
no agent has attempted any kind of negotiation. A negotiation can remain in an
inactive state if no agents attempt a negotiation.
Active State: If an offer has been sent then the negotiation will transition into
an active state. In the active state, agents receive offers or counter offers and
actively evaluate the offers.
Evaluate State: Evaluate is a sub-state of the active state, which implies that
agents can only be evaluating offers and counter offers when a negotiation is in
an active state. An agent can create three types of messages from the evaluate
state. An accept, reject or counter message.
Failed State: A failed state in the life cycle means that no commitments were
made between the agents, they were unable to come to mutual agreement, ending
the round of negotiations.
Expired State: If the agents fail to come to an agreement after a defined
amount of time has passed then the negotiation will enter the expired state,
this means that no agreement was made between the two agents.
Successful State: A successful state means that the agents have negotated suc-
cessfully, and a pair of opposite commitments (C(x,y,r,u) and C(y,x,u,r)) have
been established, these opposite commitments will now be referred to as recipro-
cal commitments. The agents are both conditionally committed to one another
to perform what they agreed in the negotiation. These reciprocal commitments
will follow the commitment life cycle (illustrated in Figure 1).

3.3 Messages in Nala

Agents can change the state of a negotiation and commitment by interacting with
each other through messages. They are the principle mechanism used by agents to
communicate their intentions during a negotiation. Definition 2 defines messages
within Nala. Messages within Nala are mapped to commitment operators to
help provide a higher level meaning to the interactions.

Definition 2. A message is a tuple in the form of type(ID, sender, debtor,
creditor, antecedent, consequent), where Type ∈ {offer, accept, reject, counter,
detached, satisfied, release, expire, cancel}; ID ∈ N is an identifier which uniquely
identifies each negotiation path; Sender identifies the agent who is sending the
message; Debtor and creditor are agent roles; antecedent and consequent are
propositions that the roles are negotiating over.

Offer: An offer message uses the create commitment operator to instantiate a
conditional commitment directed from its debtor to its creditor. An offer message
will move a negotiation from an inactive state to an active state.
Accept: An accept message translates to the create commitment operator to
instantiate a second reciprocal commitment and transitions the negotiation into
the successful state.
Reject: A reject message utilises the release commitment operator, which causes
the created commitment to expire. A reject message moves the negotiation into
the failed state.
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Counter: A counter message uses the create commitment operator to create a
new, but related commitment from the related offer message. A counter message
does not change a negotiations state, the negotiation remains in the active state
as agents are still evaluating offers.

If a negotiation enters the successful state, then two reciprocal commitments
are instantiated. The reciprocal commitments start in a conditional state. After
negotiating to the successful state, the agents utilise a further set of messages to
manipulate the life cycle of these reciprocal commitments.
Detached: A detached message uses the declare commitment operator to in-
form the other agent that they fulfilled a proposition that was agreed during the
negotiation. When the message is sent, one of the reciprocal commitments enters
the detached state (its antecedent was fulfilled) while the other commitment is
automatically satisfied (its consequent was fulfilled).
Satisfied: A satisfied message translates to the declare commitment operator
which is used to inform the other agent that they fulfilled a proposition that
was agreed during the negotiation. The agent is declaring that the consequent
proposition of the remaining commitment has been fulfilled, transitioning this
commitment into the satisfied state.
Release: A release message utilises a release commitment operator to expire
one of the reciprocal commitments.
Expire: An expire message uses a release commitment operator. It is used by
the second agent to expire the remaining reciprocal commitment after a release
message.
Cancel: A cancel message utilises a cancel commitment operator to violate an
active commitment. This message establishes an agents accountability require-
ment towards another agent.

3.4 Operationalising Agent Interactions

The meaning behind operations has now been expressed through commitments
and how the negotiation and commitments are manipulated has been specified.
The ordering of messages has not yet been clearly defined. In this paper we
use BSPL to help specify the operational aspects of the agent interactions. This
interaction protocol language uses the flow of information to help express the
causality of messages.

1 pro to co l Negot ia t ion {
2 Roles : Debtor , Cred i to r
3 Public Parameters out ID , out r e s u l t
4 Private Parameters o f f e r e d , requested , r e j e c t e d
5

6 Debtor 7→ Cred i tor : Of f e r [ out ID , out o f f e r e d , out
r eques ted ]

7 Accept ( Creditor , Debtor , in ID , in o f f e r e d , in requested , out
r e s u l t )
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8 Cred i tor 7→ Debtor : Reject [ in ID , in o f f e r e d , in requested ,
out r e s u l t ]

9 Cred i tor 7→ Debtor : Reject [ in ID , in o f f e r e d , in requested ,
out r e j e c t e d ]

10 Counter ( Creditor , Debtor , in ID , in requested , in r e j e c t ed ,
out r e s u l t )

11 }
Listing 1.1. Negotiation protocol

Listing 1.1 shows the Negotiation protocol. This protocol is the highest level
protocol within this specification, it is a composed protocol which consists of
references to both messages and sub-protocols. An enactment of negotiation
requires two agents to fulfil the roles of creditor and debtor.

Parameters: There are several parameters outlined on lines 3 and 4. The public
parameters are ID (key) and result. Both of these parameters are adorned with
out, this information must be generated by enacting this protocol. ID has the
qualifier key, which states that it must be unique. ID is what differentiates one
negotiations from another. The private parameters offered and requested are
parameters that bind what is being negotiated about. The rejected parameter is
used if and only if a counter offer is being created. Private parameters are not
required to be bound.
Offer Message: Line 6 illustrates an offer message. The message is directed
from the debtor to the creditor and has three parameters, ID, offered and re-
quested. All of these parameters are adorned with out, which forces the debtor to
generate information to bind to these parameters when they send the message.
By reviewing the rest of the protocol, it is clear that offer is the only message that
can bind these parameters, this means any enactment of negotiation is required
to start with an offer message.
After an offer message has been created, the only public parameter remaining to
be bound is result. By reviewing the protocol it can be seen that this parameter
is generated by the Offer protocol on line 7, the reject message on line 8 and the
Counter protocol on line 10. This is significant because parameters are immutable
and can only be bound once, only one of these messages can be sent to complete
an enactment of the negotiation protocol.
Accept Protocol: Line 7 illustrates the Accept protocol. Accept is not a mes-
sage but another sub-protocol of negotiation. The order of the roles in Accepts
interface is important. The Creditor and Debtor are reversed, which allows them
to switch roles in an enactment of Accept. The parameters ID, offered and re-
quested are all adorned with in which means to enact this protocol, these pa-
rameters must be known. Result is adorned with out, this parameter must be
generated from the Accept protocol.
Reject Messages: Lines 8 and 9 demonstrate two alternative reject messages.
Both messages are directed from the creditor to the debtor and contain the
parameters ID, offered and requested are all adorned with in which means the
creditor must know these parameters to be able to send this message. The final
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parameter is different. The reject message on line 8 has the parameter result
which is adorned with out. By sending this message, the agent would be binding
result and therefore completing the current enactment of the negotiation pro-
tocol. Line 9’s final parameter is the private parameter rejected, it is adorned
with out, so the creditor of the message needs to generate this information, by
sending this message, it does not finish the enactment of the negotiation.
Counter Protocol: Line 10 demonstrates the Counter sub-protocol. Like with
Accept, the roles are reversed which allows them to switch roles. The parameters
ID, requested and rejected are all adorned with in. The rejected parameter is
important as this is generated from the reject message on line 9. This means
that a counter can only be created after that reject message has been sent. The
final parameter result is adorned with out so this parameter must be generated
by the protocol.

By looking at the way information is bound to the protocols bindings three
possible complete enactments of this protocol can be observed. After an offer
message has been sent, an offer can either be accepted, rejected or rejected with
a counter offer being sent.

1 pro to co l Counter {
2 Roles : Debtor , Cred i to r
3 Public Parameters out ID key , in requested , out r e s u l t
4 Private Parameters a l t e r n a t i v e
5

6 Debtor 7→ Cred i tor : Of f e r [ in ID , out a l t e r n a t i v e , in
r eques ted ]

7 Accept ( Creditor , Debtor , in ID , in a l t e r n a t i v e , in
requested , out r e s u l t )

8 Cred i tor 7→ Debtor : Reject [ in IDy , in a l t e r n a t i v e , in
requested , out r e s u l t ]

9 }
Listing 1.2. Counter Protocol

Listing 1.2 demonstrates counter. An enactment requires two agents to fulfil
the roles of debtor and creditor. Agents fill a role in a protocol from where
they are placed within a protocol’s interface when it is called. In Listing 1.1 the
counter protocol’s interface can be seen on line 10 with creditor placed first and
debtor second. This allows the agent playing creditor in the negotiation protocol
to switch into the debtor role within this protocol. The public parameters of
key and requested are adorned with in, meaning they are already bound when
a counter protocol is called. Result is adorned with out so must be generated
during an enactment for the protocol to be complete.

Offer Message: The offer message on line 5 is different to the previous offer
message in Listing 1.1. In this protocol, both ID and the requested parameter
are adorned as in as they are already bound from the previous offer, the debtor is
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seeking to create a favourable counter offer. The alternative parameter is adorned
as out and is required to be generated by the debtor of the enactment.

Once alternative resource has been bound by the offer message being sent,
the only parameter remaining to be bound is result. This can be bound either
by the remaining accept or reject message.
Accept Protocol: Line 6 demonstrates the accept protocol in counter. Accepts
interface is different in Counter than in Negotiation. The second parameter is no
longer offered but the private parameter alternative. For an agent to enact the
accept protocol, the parameters of ID, alternative and requested must be known
to it while the agent must binds the result parameter.
Reject Message: Line 7 shows shows the reject message which has identical
parameter bindings and adornments as the accept message on line 6. What
changes is what information is bound to the result binding.

1 pro to co l Accept {
2 Roles : Creditor , Debtor
3 Public Parameters in ID key , in o f f e r e d , in requested , out r e s u l t
4 Private Parameters commitment , r e l ea s ed , detached
5

6 Cred i tor 7→ Debtor : AcceptMsg [ in ID , in o f f e r e d , in
requested , out commitment ]

7 Cred i tor 7→ Debtor : r e l e a s e [ in ID , in commitment , out
r e l e a s e d ]

8 Debtor 7→ Cred i tor : exp i r e [ in ID , in r e l e a s ed , out r e s u l t ]
9 Cred i tor 7→ Debtor : detached [ in ID , in commitment , out

detached ]
10 Debtor 7→ Cred i tor : s a t i s i f i e d [ in ID , in detached , out

r e s u l t ]
11 Debtor 7→ Cred i tor : cance l [ in ID , in detached , out r e s u l t ]
12 }

Listing 1.3. Accept Protocol

Listing 1.3 describes the accept protocol. An enactment requires two agents
to fulfil the roles of creditor and debtor. The public parameters of ID, offered
and requested are adorned with in which means this information must be known
for the an accept protocol to be enacted. There are two ways for the accept
protocol to be called, from Listing 1.1 on line 7 and Listing 1.2 on line 6. The
only public parameter that has not been bound is result, which gives the final
outcome of the interaction. When result is bound, the enactment of Accept is
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complete which will propagate up to the Negotiation protocol in Listing 1.1 and
end the interaction between the two agents.

Accept Message: Line 6 shows an accept message. An accept message is di-
rected from the creditor to the debtor, the message takes in the public parame-
ters ID, offered and requested and binds the the private parameter commitment
which enables the agent in the creditor role to follow this message with a de-
tached message or release message.
Release Message: The release message can be seen on line 7 and is a message
from the creditor to the debtor. The message takes in the public parameters ID,
offered and requested. The agent in the role of creditor must bind information to
the released private parameter. This message models an agent reneging on the
agreed commitment and releases the debtor from their commitment. A release
message does not finish an enactment of Accept as it does not bind the result
parameter.
Expire Message: After a expire message has been sent, the private released
parameter has been bound, allowing a debtor agent to send an expire message.
This message can only be sent by a debtor and binds the result parameter. After
a release message, there is still one active commitment. This message releases
that remaining commitment, at this point both of the previously reciprocal com-
mitments expire and no longer hold any force over the agents.
Detached Message: The detached message can be seen on line 8, which is
a message directed from the creditor to the debtor. When a detached message
is sent, the creditor binds information to the private parameter detached. This
binding allows the consequent and cancel messages to be sent.
Satisfied Message: The satisfied message can be seen on line 9. This message
can only occur after the detached message on line 8 has been sent. When this
message is sent, the agent playing the debtor role binds the public parameter
result.
Cancel Message: The cancel message is displayed on line 10. Like the satisified
message, this can only be sent after the detached message and it also binds the
private result parameter.

BSPL separates the operational structure of interactions, it does this by
abstracting away the information being passed into abstract parameters. The
meaning of a message is often implied by what information is bound to the
parameters during the enactment of a protocol [38]. BSPL enables multiple en-
actments to be displayed within the same protocol, rather than having multiple
UML or other traditional software engineering specifications.

Nala uses BSPL to provide message ordering and overall operational struc-
ture of the protocol. Layered on top of BSPL are the commitment operators
which provide high level meaning, capturing social meaning and accountability
requirements.
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4 Case Study

We now demonstrate potential interactions between the agents in the context
of the Coloured Trails (CT) [21] environment. In CT, agents negotiate through
one-shot negotiations in a similar fashion to what was explained in Example 1
from Section 3.1, however they are now negotiating over coloured tiles. An agent
can send an offer to another agent with a request to swap tiles, this offer can
either be accepted, rejected or countered with a related offer.

4.1 Coloured Trails

Coloured Trails [21] is the environment used for this case study to help demon-
strate how agents would negotiate with Nala. The aim of the case study is
to try and practically demonstrate a variety of potential interactions between
agents during a negotiation, and how they would be portrayed through Nala.

Coloured trails is played by two or more agents, on an board of coloured
square tiles with dimensions N×M. For each game, a tile is selected to be the
goal for the agents to reach and each agent will then be placed on a non-goal
tile with a set of tiles of the same colour palate as the square tiles. A player
may move to an adjacent square provided they have a chip of the same colour
to use. There is two phases to the game, the negotiation phase is when players
can exchange tiles to help them reach the goal. Once the negotiation is over,
the movement round begins and agents attempt to get as close to the goal as
possible.

Coloured trails was thought to be an appropriate test-bed to demonstrate
Nala because the test bed was initially created to study agent behavior during
negotiations [21] and it has been used previously to demonstrate how norms
operate during negotiations [29].

4.2 Nala in Coloured Trails

Figure 3 shows a potential 4x4 instantiation of the CT testbed. There are two
agents, Alex (A) and Becka (B). These agents have picked potential routes to
the goal which have been outlined via the solid black lines. Alex has an inventory
of five tiles, one of each colour, to get to the goal it would need an additional
yellow and has a blue tile to spare. Becka also has five tiles, to get to the goal,
she needs a blue tile and has a yellow and teal tile available to trade. We now
run through several scenarios to help demonstrate Nala.

Offer Messages At first the negotiation life cycle is in an inactive state as
described in Figure 2. Alex needs a tile and decides to send an offer message to
Becka, requesting a blue tile in exchange for a yellow tile. When Alex sends an
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Fig. 3. A Coloured Trails Board with goal (G) and two players (A and B).

(a)

Alex Becka

(b)

Alex Becka

(c)

Becka Alex

Offer

Reject

Offer

Accept

Offer

Reject

Counter

Fig. 4. Three starting enactments of a negotiation: (a) rejected offer (b) a successful
negotiation (c) a counter offer.

offer message it has two effects; the negotiation transitions into an active state as
Becka is now evaluating the offer Alex sent. When Alex sends the offer message,
it also creates a conditional commitment C(Alex, Becka, Yellow, Blue). From
this point in the interaction Becka has three potential actions which Becka can
perform, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4a demonstrates an rejected offer. Alex sends an offer message and
Becka decides the trade isn’t helpful to her. Becka sends a reject message back to
Alex, which releases Alex from the commitment C(Alex, Becka, Yellow, Blue).
This negotiation enters a failed state and neither agent is committed or account-
able to each other.

Figure 4b demonstrates an accepted offer. Alex creates the conditional com-
mitment C(Alex, Becka, Yellow, Blue) towards Becka by sending an offer mes-
sage. Becka sends an accept message back to Alex, creating a second conditional
commitment C(Becka, Alex, Blue, Yellow) that is directed from Becka to Alex.
These two commitments are reciprocal. The negotiation enters the successful
state; Alex and Becka are now committed to each other to perform the trade.

Figure 4c demonstrates a counter offer. Suppose Becka decides to send an
offer instead of Alex. She sends an offer to Alex, asking for a blue tile in exchange
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for a cyan tile. This creates the conditional commitment C(Becka, Alex, Blue,
Cyan). Alex does not need extra cyan tiles to get to the goal, so Alex sends
a reject message. This releases Becka from the previous commitment that was
created. Alex knows that Becka wants a blue tile, and as Alex has a blue tile
available he decides to send a counter offer. Alex asks Becka for a yellow tile
in exchange of a blue tile. This counter offer rejects and overrides the previous
offer, instantiating the commitment C(Alex, Becka, Yellow, Blue). Becka can
either reject this offer, releasing Alex from his commitment or Becka can accept
the offer as illustrated in Figure 4b, which forms a reciprocal commitment.

Alex Becka

(a)

Alex Becka

(b)

Accept

Detached

Accept

Release

Expire

Fig. 5. Enactments after an accept message (a) detached message (b) release message

When an offer or counter offer has been accepted, a pair of reciprocal com-
mitment exists between agents. In Figure 5a, Alex sends a detached message
after receiving the accept message. Informing Becka that Alex has transferred
the blue tile. This affects the reciprocal commitments differently. As the conse-
quent of C(Alex, Becka, Yellow, Blue) is now true, it is considered satisfied and
no longer holds any force over Alex. C(Becka, Alex, Blue, Yellow) moves into a
detached state as its antecedent is now true, Becka is now liable to Alex to carry
out the trade of a yellow tile.

Figure 5b demonstrates a possible terminal state for the negotiation. After
Becka sends the accept message, Alex sends a release message. After which Becka
sends an expire message. The combination of a release and expire messages
releases both agents from their reciprocal commitments that are currently in
force, this causes both commitments to expire. Despite the negotiation being in
a successful state as they agreed upon a trade, the agents did not trade any tiles.

Figure 6 follows from Figure 5a. At this point there is only one commitment in
force, C(Becka, Alex, Blue, Yellow). This commitment is currently in a detached
state. In Figure 6a, Becka sends a satisified message to Alex, informing Alex that
a yellow tile has been transferred. Becka satisfies C(Becka, Alex, Blue, Yellow),
releasing Becka from the commitment. Both reciprocal commitments that were
created during this negotiation have been satisfied as everyone fulfilled their
commitments, no one is accountable to perform any more actions.

Figure 6b demonstrates a cancel message. By sending this Becka informs Alex
that she is no longer willing or able to send a yellow tile back. As the conse-
quent proposition of C(Becka, Alex, Blue, Yellow) is now false, the commitment
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Alex Becka

(a)

Alex Becka

(b)

Detached

Satisfied

Detached

Cancel

Fig. 6. Enactments after an detached message (a) satisified message (b) cancel message

transitions into the violated state of the commitment life cycle. When looking
at the reciprocal commitments C(Alex, Becka, Yellow, Blue) is in the satisfied
state and C(Becka, Alex, Blue, Yellow) is in the violated state. By observing the
direction of the commitments, we can see that Becka is liable for the violation.
By doing this Becka becomes accountable to Alex.

5 Conclusion

Existing negotiation protocols use traditional interaction protocols, which do
not capture meaning of interactions or establish accountability. To address the
gap, we formalise Nala, a commitment-based negotiation protocol. Nala uses
commitments to provide meaning to the agent interactions through the direction-
ality of the commitments created between agents. Accountability requirements
are also established through violated commitments. Via a case study, we demon-
strate how Nala could be operationalised. The case study illustrates the various
paths through a negotiation, explaining the potential actions and the meaning
of these actions.

Nala could be further developed in several areas. Negotiations often have
an associated time limit or expiration. Previous works [32] have added a tempo-
ral component to the commitments antecedent or consequent. These time con-
straints could alter the behavior of agents, for example causing them to accept
offers that they originally did not look favourably on.

Although Nala helps establish accountability requirements, it does not pro-
vide a mechanism to represent accountability. If a negotiation goes into a failed
or expired state is it possible to assignment accountability in these situations?
For example, if an agent wants to accept the current terms of a negotiation, so
sends an accept message to the other agent. What happens if this agent is not
able to send this message, or it is undelivered? It might cause the negotiation to
expire when it should have been accepted. Who should be accountable in this
situation? Recent research has shown how this could be implemented [6] which
would be an interesting addition allowing Nala to become more robust and
transparent.
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